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How did we get here?
Why are EHRs so bad today?



The HITECH Act + Meaningful Use 
incentives accelerated EHR 
adoption

In 2009 the HITECH Act allocated $36B in incentives 
for providers to adopt electronic health records.

They money was attached to Meaningful Use 
Incentives in different stages. Each stage was meant 
to add more features to EHRs, then promote data 
interoperability between providers, and finally to 
allow interoperability with any third-party a patient 
wanted. 

Source

https://www.nejm.org/doi/10.1056/NEJMp1703370?url_ver=Z39.88-2003&rfr_id=ori:rid:crossref.org&rfr_dat=cr_pub%20%200pubmed


Hospital consolidation in the last decade has led to EHR consolidation as well and 
the need to support much more complex + customer-specific workflows

Source, Source

https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/forefront.20190304.998205/full/
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/ehrs/klas-ehr-market-share-breakdown-epic-maintains-31-of-hospitals.html#:~:text=KLAS%20found%20that%20Epic%20maintains,42%20percent%20of%20hospital%20beds.


The result is EHRs optimized for

● Meeting the basics of Meaningful Use 
requirements

● Site specific workflows and first-party 
development

● Turning clinical documentation in claims 
● Top down sales into hospital administration



This creates missing/wrong 
information and safety issues

Source

EHRs are rife with 
errors in the record 
itself, difficult matching 
patients to other health 
records in the system, 
and an increasing 
number of alerts which 
are causing doctors to 
burnout and miss 
important information

https://khn.org/news/death-by-a-thousand-clicks/


What’s lacking is:

● Standardized data that’s interoperable and 
usable by third-parties

● Ability to ingest real-time data feeds
● Surfacing relevant information at the point of 

care (alert fatigue, safety issues, etc. )
● Any sense of usability from the physician’s 

perspective or bottom’s up adoption



I love my EHR and it really helps me in my 
day-to-day

-no doctor



But some things are changing today…
Why now?



Haven’t we already tried making better EHRs but they fail? 

It’s true, we’ve seen lots of attempts through the 
last decade at building a better EHR. The issues 
bringing one to market have historically been:

● Patients don’t like logging their own data 
into PHRs

● Replacing well-known names at larger 
health systems, both because they’re risk 
averse purchases and have lots of feature 
requirements

● The focus was billing, which current EHRs 
do well so new “killer” features or business 
models weren’t a priority



21st Century Cures Act + Information Blocking Rules

The slow rollout of the 21st Century 
Cures Act has:

1) Allowed immediate release of 
information to patients (e.g. labs, 
notes, etc.)

2) Pointed to a data standard + 
required data elements to be 
available via API

3) Set timelines for when this needs 
to be available



New payment models (cash pay, value-based care) are 
proliferating and need new documentation tools 

Source

EHRs were built in a fee-for-service world, what happens for companies that move away from that?

https://www.kff.org/medicare/issue-brief/medicare-advantage-2022-spotlight-first-look/


There are increasingly new, tech-first providers that are 
already building their own EHRs in-house



Natural language 
processing, parsing, 
and voice-to-text 
dictation have 
significantly 
developed in the last 
few years, with many 
companies training 
specifically on 
healthcare data

Advances in machine learning

Source, Source

https://blog.seekwell.io/gpt3
https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/medical/


GPT-3 models can 
output text that takes 
existing information 
and personalizes it to 
the end reader. You 
can imagine 
auto-generated 
SOAP notes or 
discharge information 
patients can actually 
digest

Advances in machine learning

Source, Source

https://blog.seekwell.io/gpt3
https://aws.amazon.com/comprehend/medical/


There is increasingly 
more useful data 
being generated 
outside of the clinic

Source

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/1883026


As real-world 
evidence becomes 
integrated into 
approvals/commercial 
activities, having data 
that’s standardized 
and queryable across 
sites becomes critical

Real-World Evidence is maturing

Source

https://aetion.com/evidence-hub/infographic-what-role-does-rwe-play-in-fda-approvals/


A tight labor market for clinicians 
means better tools attract talent

Source

Burnout is rampant 
across healthcare and 
labor market for clinical 
staff is extremely tight. 
Providers that invest in 
tooling can attract 
physicians, nurses, etc. 
who are burning out 
partially because of 
their EHRs

https://medcitynews.com/2019/03/physician-burnout-ehr-satisfaction/


Some new approaches to EHRs
Rethink completely? New interfaces? How “out there” should we get?



New, programmable EHRs are built for value-based care

Value-based care contracts requires 
workflow changes for clinicians, are 
oriented around care teams vs. 
individuals, and utilize more data 
from inside and outside of the 
physical clinics. New EHRs like 
Canvas allow developers to insert 
new rules and surface real-time 
actions that need to be taken at the 
point of care.



New interfaces like voice or integrated search abstract the existing EHR behind a 
more usable interface



Wearables and research applications are becoming a 
longitudinal records 
More patients are participating in research, including ones that begin from a “healthy” baseline. These 
biobanks capture data from both inside and outside the hospital.



Example: Fitbit Heart study

source

Fitbit app becomes defacto EHR, customers 
become research participants and some become 
patients, consent is given for 90 days of 
retrospective data

https://t.co/BUl2q29fa5


COVID increased the exposure to research for everyone 
encourage more longitudinal research

Source, Source

During COVID people were motivated to contribute their data and take part in research with identifying 
COVID early. Today long COVID registries are proliferating. 

https://evidation.com/blog/how-to-participate-in-a-research-study-on-evidation
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-78355-6


The return of the personal health record
Is it different this time? Automation of medical release forms + retrieval, new APIs +authentication like 
SMART on FHIR, passive data collection, and a life science focus has opened new opportunities



There have been almost no platform businesses in healthcare - usable SDKs for third-parties allow for 
bidirectional data flows with lots of different applications (including non “healthcare” ones)

Health records as a platform for third-party developers



Maybe way down the 
road…blockchain-based EHRs and 
decentralized applications (dApps)

Source

If you think of blockchains as 
distributed databases where no 
single entity controls it, it 
sounds appealing vs. the 
oligopoly of EHR providers who 
currently get to determine all 
the rules of where data goes. 

There are lots of 
implementation challenges here 
(how PHI is stored and 
retrieved, etc.) but would be 
much more appealing for 
third-party developers and 
enable true patient-mediated 
record exchange.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-04124-8


Thank You!
Happy to talk about anything healthcare related, trends in the 
space, and starting a company.

See my other posts and analyses at outofpocket.health

Contact:  nikhil@outofpocket.health
Twitter: @nikillinit
Instagram: @outofpockethealth

Hiring at a healthcare company? The best people are in the 
Out-Of-Pocket Talent Collective or post a job on the board.

Looking for a healthcare job? Sign up for the Talent Collective.

http://outofpocket.health
https://twitter.com/nikillinit
http://instagram.com/outofpockethealth/
https://out-of-pocket-jobs.pallet.com/talent/welcome
https://out-of-pocket-jobs.pallet.com/jobs
https://out-of-pocket-jobs.pallet.com/jobs

